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   Rustic Land of 89 Hectares - Cachopo, Tavira  
  Agent Info

Naam: João Vitorino
Bedrijfsnaam: Legacy Group Real

Estate Consulting
Mistlampen: Portugal
Experience
since:
Service Type: Selling a Property
Specialties:
Property Type: Apartments
Telefoon:
Languages: Portuguese
Website:

Advertentie details
Vastgoed voor: Koop
Prijs: USD 292,699.84

  Locatie
Aanbevolen Auto Onderdelen: Portugal
Staat/Regio/Pronvincie: Faro
Plaats: Tavira
Adres: Cachopo
Geplaatst: 20-06-2024
Omschrijving:
Joint Sale of 3 Rustic Plots totaling over 89 Hectares in Serra de Cachopo, Tavira.

We present an excellent investment opportunity with the joint sale of three rustic plots of land located in
the stunning Serra de Cachopo area, Tavira. This offer is ideal for those looking for a large and versatile
space in the middle of nature. Forest area, with pine trees mainly and of accentuated morphology. With
paths that run through the terrain, and a lot of biodiversity.

Land Areas:

Rustic Land 1: 896314 m²
Rustic Land 2: 3000 m²
Rustic Plot 3: 480 m²

Located in a privileged area, these rustic plots offer unlimited potential for agriculture, rural tourism,
outdoor activities, or simply to enjoy the tranquility and beauty of the Algarve mountains.

Distances (approx.):
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Tavira: 37 kilometres
Faro Airport: 60 kilometres

The relative proximity to the city of Tavira and Faro Airport ensures convenience and ease of access,
making these plots even more attractive for various projects.

This is a unique opportunity to acquire a large space in the Serra de Cachopo, ideal for agricultural,
tourist or renewable energy developments. Don't miss the chance to invest in an area rich in natural
landscapes and potential for appreciation.

Explore the beauty and potential of the Algarve mountains with this exclusive offer. For more
information and to schedule visits, please contact us!

At Legacy Group we have at your disposal Support in the financing process (if required). Our branch has
a Credit Intermediary Authorised by Banco de Portugal. If you need funding, we can help. - REF:
GM053

  Algemeen
Lot Afmeting: 899794 m²

  Lease terms
Date Available:

  Contact information
IMLIX ID: GM053
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